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831
Mini Cool Aire®

Dual Pro™ Inflator

BR74HG
Dual Foil +
Latex Regulator

ingredients needed:

recipe #106

Get Well PackageRecipes

2–ea 94291
Clik-Clik™
Adhesive Strips

1–ea 46903-18
16" Orbz™ Balloon

8–ea 51346
5" Polka Dot Asst.
Qualatex®

4–ea 11351
11" Polka Dot Lime
Green Qualatex®

equipment:

D31616 
Curling Ribbon
–Holographic Orange

1–ea 71CZ-18
15" Cubez™ Balloon

9–ea Q-260-25
Orange 260Q 
Qualatex®

1–ea W21 
Heavy Weights™
Balloon Weight

8360Z
Air Inflator

01541
OASIS® UGlu™ 
Adhesive Dashes



directions:

recipe #106
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Helium inflate the Orbz™ balloon using the latex tip on the regulator 
until wrinkle-free or use the Inflation Gauge provided in the package. 
Tie ribbon to the balloon stem, weight it, and set aside.

Air-fill the Cubez™ balloon using the low-pressure setting on the Mini 
Cool Aire® Dual Pro inflator. Tie the balloon stem with an uninflated 
260Q. Apply two Clik-Clik™ adhesive strips facing each other to the 
top of the Cubez™ balloon. On high speed, inflate an 11" and two 5" 
balloon clusters. Set aside.

Air-fill a 260Q with the 8360Z air inflator, leaving about ½" uninflated. 
Tie the neck of the balloon to the uninflated portion, making a loop. 
Make four loops. Tie the loops together at the necks making two 
duplets. Twist together to make a cluster. Air-fill four orange 260Q 
balloons to about 12". To make this quickly, cut the balloon in half 
before inflating, or inflate the balloon full, twist in half, and let the air 
out of the bottom portion.

To assemble, tie a Heavy Weights™ balloon weight to the uninflated 
260Q attached to the Cubez™ balloon. Lay the 11" cluster flat. Lay 
the orange cluster on top. Wrap the uninflated 260Q around both of 
the clusters, positioning the weight at the bottom. Pull each loop of 
the orange 260Qs around the corner of the Cubez™ balloon. To secure, 
use OASIS® UGlu™ adhesive dashes to adhere these to the Cubez™ 
balloon. Tie the ribbon attached to the Orbz™ balloon to the adhesive 
strips on top of the Cubez™ balloon. Wrap the 5" clusters around the 
neck of the Orbz™ balloon and around the adhesive strips on the 
Cubez™ balloon. Wrap the short 260Q cluster into the 5" balloons 
as shown.


